Extracts from James Joyce’s Ulysses (5)
Chaps 15-18: Circe – Eumaeus - Ithaca – Penelope

Circe
[...]
STEPHEN: (Choking with fright, remorse and horror.) They said I killed you, mother. He offended
your memory. Cancer did it, not I. Destiny.
THE MOTHER: (A green rill of bile trickling from a side of her mouth.) You sang that song to me.
Love’s bitter mystery.
STEPHEN: (Eagerly.) Tell me the word, mother, if you know now. The word known to all men.
THE MOTHER: Who saved you the night you jumped into the train at Dalkey with Paddy Lee? Who
had pity for you when you were sad among the strangers? Prayer is all powerful. Prayer for the
suffering souls in the Ursuline manual, and forty days’ indulgence. Repent, Stephen.
STEPHEN: The ghoul! Hyena!
THE MOTHER: I pray for you in my other world. Get Dilly to make you that boiled rice every night
after your brain work. Years and years I loved you, O my son, my firstborn, when you lay in my
womb.
ZOE: (Fanning herself with the grate fan.) I’m melting!
FLORRY: (Points to Stephen) Look! He’s white.
BLOOM: (Goes to the window to open it more.) Giddy.
THE MOTHER: (With smouldering eyes.) Repent! O, the fire of hell!
STEPHEN: (Panting.) The corpsechewer! Raw head and bloody bones!
THE MOTHER: (Her face drawing near and nearer, sending out an ashen breath.) Beware! (She
raises her blackened, withered right arm slowly towards Stephen’s breast with outstretched fingers.)
Beware! God’s hand! (A green crab with malignant red eyes sticks deep its grinning claws in
Stephen’s heart.)
STEPHEN: (Strangled with rage.) Shite! (His features grow drawn and grey and old.)
BLOOM: (At the window.) What?
STEPHEN: Ah non, par exemple! The intellectual imagination! With me all or not at all. Non
serviam!
FLORRY: Give him some cold water. Wait. (She rushes out.)
THE MOTHER: (Wrings her hands slowly, moaning desperately.) O Sacred Heart of Jesus, have
mercy on him! Save him from hell, O divine Sacred Heart!
STEPHEN: No! No! No! Break my spirit all of you if you can! I’ll bring you all to heel!
THE MOTHER: (In the agony of her deathrattle.) Have mercy on Stephen, Lord, for my sake!
Inexpressible was my anguish when expiring with love, grief and agony on Mount Calvary.
STEPHEN: Nothung!
(He lifts his ashplant high with both hands and smashes the chandelier. Time’s livid final flame leaps
and, in the following darkness, ruin of all space, shattered glass and toppling masonry.)
[…]
STEPHEN: (Abruptly.) What went forth to the ends of the world to traverse not itself. God, the sun,
Shakespeare, a commercial traveller, having itself traversed in reality itself, becomes that self. Wait a
moment. Wait a second. Damn that fellow’s noise in the street. Self which it itself was ineluctably
preconditioned to become. Ecco!
Eumaeus
[...]
To cut a long story short Bloom, grasping the situation, was the first to rise to his feet so as not to
outstay their welcome having first and foremost, being as good as his word that he would foot the bill
for the occasion, taken the wise precaution to unobtrusively motion to mine host as a parting shot a
scarcely perceptible sign when the others were not looking to the effect that the amount due was
forthcoming, making a grand total of fourpence (the amount he deposited unobtrusively in four
coppers, literally the last of the Mohicans) he having previously spotted on the printed pricelist for all

who ran to read opposite to him in unmistakable figures, coffee 2d., confectionery do., and honestly
well worth twice the money once in a way, as Wetherup used to remark. — Come, he counselled, to
close the séance.
Seeing that the ruse worked and the coast was clear, they left the shelter or shanty together and the
élite society of oil skin and company whom nothing short Of an earthquake would move out of their
dolce far niente. Stephen, who confessed to still feeling poorly and fagged out, paused at the, for a
moment… the door to…
— One thing I never understood, he said, to be original on the spur of the moment, why they put
tables upside down at night, I mean chairs upside down on the tables In cafes.
To which impromptu the never failing Bloom replied without a moment’s hesitation, saying straight
off:
— To sweep the floor in the morning.
So saying he skipped around nimbly, considering frankly, at the same time apologetic, to get on his
companion’s right, a habit of his, by the by, the right side being, in classical idiom, his tender
Achilles. The night air was certainly now a treat to breathe though Stephen was a bit weak on his pins.
— It will (the air) do you good, Bloom said, meaning also the walk, in a moment. The only thing is to
walk then you’ll feel a different man. It’s not far. Lean on me.
Accordingly he passed his left arm in Stephen’s right and led him on accordingly.
— Yes, Stephen said uncertainly, because he thought he felt a strange kind of flesh of a different man
approach him, sinewless and wobbly and all that.
Anyhow, they passed the sentrybox with stones, brazier, etc. where the municipal supernumerary, exGumley, was still to all intents and purposes wrapped in the arms of Murphy, as the adage has it,
dreaming of fresh fields and pastures new. And apropos of coffin of stones, the analogy was not at all
bad, as it was in fact a stoning to death on the part of seventytwo out of eighty odd constituencies that
ratted at the time of the split and chiefly the belauded peasant class, probably the selfsame evicted
tenants he had put in their holdings.
Ithaca
[...]
What preceding series?
Assuming Mulvey to be the first term of his series, Penrose, Bartell d’Arcy, professor Goodwin,
Julius Mastiansky, John Henry Menton, Father Bernard Corrigan, a farmer at the Royal Dublin
Society’s Horse Show, Maggot O’Reilly, Matthew Dillon, Valentine Blake Dillon (Lord Mayor of
Dublin), Christopher Callinan, Lenehan, an Italian organgrinder, an unknown gentleman in the Gaiety
Theatre, Benjamin Dollard, Simon Dedalus, Andrew (Pisser) Burke, Joseph Cuffe, Wisdom Hely,
Alderman John Hooper, Dr Francis Brady, Father Sebastian of Mount Argus, a bootblack at the
General Post Office, Hugh E. (Blazes) Boylan and so each and so on to nolast term.
What were his reflections concerning the last member of this series and late occupant of the bed?
Reflections on his vigour (a bounder), corporal proportion (a billsticker), commercial ability (a
bester), impressionability (a boaster). Why for the observer impressionability in addition to vigour,
corporal proportion and commercial ability? Because he had observed with augmenting frequency in
the preceding members of the same series the same concupiscence, inflammably transmitted first with
alarm, then with understanding, then with desire, finally with fatigue, with alternating symptoms of
epicene comprehension and apprehension.
With what antagonistic sentiments were his subsequent reflections affected?
Envy, jealousy, abnegation, equanimity.
Envy?
Of a bodily and mental male organism specially adapted for the superincumbent posture of energetic
human copulation and energetic piston and cylinder movement necessary for the complete satisfaction
of a constant but not acute concupiscence resident in a bodily and mental female organism, passive
but not obtuse.
Jealousy?
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Because a nature full and volatile in its free state, was alternately the agent and reagent of attraction.
Because action between agents and reagents at all instants varied, with inverse proportion of increase
and decrease, with incessant circular extension and radial reentrance. Because the controlled
contemplation of the fluctuation of attraction produced, if desired, a fluctuation of pleasure.
Abnegation?
In virtue of a) acquaintance initiated in September 1903 in the establishment of George Mesias,
merchant tailor and outfitter, 5 Eden Quay, b) hospitality extended and received in kind, reciprocated
and reappropriated in person, c) comparative youth subject to impulses of ambition and magnanimity,
colleagual altruism and amorous egoism, d) extraracial attraction, intraracial inhibition, supraracial
prerogative, e) an imminent provincial musical tour, common current expenses, net proceeds divided.
Equanimity?
As natural as any and every natural act of a nature expressed or understood executed in natured nature
by natural creatures in accordance with his, her and their natured natures, of dissimilar similarity. As
not as calamitous as a cataclysmic annihilation of the planet in consequence of collision with a dark
sun. As less reprehensible than theft, highway robbery, cruelty to children and animals, obtaining
money under false pretences, forgery, embezzlement, misappropriation of public money, betrayal of
public trust, malingering, mayhem, corruption of minors, criminal libel, blackmail, contempt of court,
arson, treason, felony, mutiny on the high seas, trespass, burglary, jailbreaking, practice of unnatural
vice, desertion from armed forces in the field, perjury, poaching, usury, intelligence with the king’s
enemies, impersonation, criminal assault, manslaughter, wilful and premeditated murder. As not more
abnormal than all other altered processes of adaptation to altered conditions of existence, resulting in
a reciprocal equilibrium between the bodily organism and its attendant circumstances, foods,
beverages, acquired habits, indulged inclinations, significant disease. As more than inevitable,
irreparable.
Why more abnegation than jealousy, less envy than equanimity?
From outrage (matrimony) to outrage (adultery) there arose nought but outrage (copulation) yet the
matrimonial violator of the matrimonially violated had not been outraged by the adulterous violator of
the adulterously violated.
What retribution, if any?
Assassination, never, as two wrongs did not make one right. Duel by combat, no. Divorce, not now.
Exposure by mechanical artifice (automatic bed) or individual testimony (concealed ocular witness),
not yet. Suit for damages by legal influence or simulation of assault with evidence of injuries
sustained (selfinflicted), not impossibly. If any, positively, connivance, introduction of emulation
(material, a prosperous rival agency of publicity: moral, a successful rival agent of intimacy),
depreciation, alienation, humiliation, separation protecting the one separated from the other,
protecting separator from both.
By what reflections did he, a conscious reactor against the void incertitude, justify to himself his
sentiments?
The preordained frangibility of the hymen, the presupposed intangibility of the thing in itself: the
incongruity and disproportion between the selfprolonging tension of the thing proposed to be done
and the selfabbreviating relaxation of the thing done: the fallaciously inferred debility of the female,
the muscularity of the male: the variations of ethical codes: the natural grammatical transition by
inversion involving no alteration of sense of an aorist preterite proposition (parsed as masculine
subject, monosyllabic onomatopœic transitive verb with direct feminine object) from the active voice
into its correlative aorist preterite proposition (parsed as female subject, auxiliary verb and
quasimonosyllabic onomatopœic past particle with complimentary masculine agent) in the passive
voice: the continued product of seminators by generation: the continual production of semen by
distillation: the futility of triumph or protest or vindication: the inanity of extolled virtue: the lethargy
of nescient matter: the apathy of the stars.
In what final satisfaction did these antagonistic sentiment and reflections, reduced to their simplest
forms, converge?
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Satisfaction at the ubiquity in Easter and west terrestrial hemispheres, in all habitable lands and
islands explored or unexplored (the land of the midnight sun, the islands of the blessed, the isles Of
Greece, the land of promise) of adipose posterior female hemispheres, redolent of milk and honey and
of excretory sanguine and seminal warmth, reminiscent of secular families of curves of amplitude,
insusceptible of moods of impression or of contrarieties of expression, expressive of mute immutable
mature animality.
The visible signs of antesatisfaction?
An approximate erection: a solicitous adversion: a gradual elevation: a tentative revelation; a silent
contemplation.
Then?
He kissed the plump mellow yellow smellow melons of her rump, on each plump melonous
hemisphere, in their mellow yellow furrow, with obscure prolonged provocative melonsmellonous
osculation.

Penelope
the sun shines for you he said the day we were lying among the rhododendrons on Howth head in the
grey tweed suit and his straw hat the day I got him to propose to me yes first I gave him the bit of
seedcake out of my mouth and it was leapyear like now yes 16 years ago my God after that long kiss I
near lost my breath yes he said I was a flower of the mountain [931] yes so we are flowers all a
womans body yes that was one true thing he said in his life and the sun shines for you today yes that
was why I liked him because I saw he understood or felt what a woman is and I knew I could always
get round him and I gave him all the pleasure I could leading him on till he asked me to say yes and I
wouldnt answer first only looked out over the sea and the sky I was thinking of so many things he
didnt know of Mulvey and Mr Stanhope and Hester and father and old captain Groves and the sailors
playing all birds fly and I say stoop and washing up dishes they called it on the pier and the sentry in
front of the governors house with the thing round his white helmet poor devil half roasted and the
Spanish girls laughing in their shawls and their tall combs and the auctions in the morning the Greeks
and the jews and the Arabs and the devil knows who else from all the ends of Europe and Duke street
and the fowl market all clucking outside Larby Sharans and the poor donkeys slipping half asleep and
the vague fellows in the cloaks asleep in the shade on the steps and the big wheels of the carts of the
bulls and the old castle thousands of years old yes and those handsome Moors all in white and turbans
like kings asking you to sit down in their little bit of a shop and Ronda with the old windows of the
posadas glancing eyes a lattice hid for her lover to kiss the iron and the wineshops half open at night
and the castanets and the night we missed the boat at Algeciras the watchman going about serene with
his lamp and O that awful deepdown torrent O and the sea the sea crimson sometimes like fire and the
glorious sunsets and the figtrees in the Alameda gardens yes and all the queer little streets and pink
and blue and yellow houses and the rosegardens and the jessamine and geraniums and cactuses and
Gibraltar as a girl where I was a Flower of the mountain [932] yes when I put the rose in my hair like
the Andalusian girls used or shall I wear a red yes and how he kissed me under the Moorish wall and I
thought well as well him as another and then I asked him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he
asked me would I yes to say yes my mountain flower and first I put my arms around him yes and drew
him down to me so he could feel my breasts all perfume yes and his heart was going like mad and yes
I said yes I will Yes.
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